AMMAN - The Licensing Executives Society – Arab Countries (LES - AC) participated in virtual two-day workshop on “Connecting University Research with Industry Needs” organized by Mälardalen University (MDH).

The two-day workshop discussed the concepts of the co-producing university, including a model for training students for sustainable co-production. Several technology transfer entities at MDH presented their models, such as MDH Incubator – IdeLab, Mälardalen Industrial Technology Center (MITC), MDH Living Lab, Automation region, and C2 Collaborative Center.
AMMAN - The Licensing Executives Society-Arab Countries (LES-AC) virtually organized a student workshop on “Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Computer Generated Inventions”, with a large participation from students from the four partner universities.

More than 70 students in each session participated from Petra University, German Jordanian University, Yarmouk University and AlHussein Technical University.

During the sessions, participants were introduced to information on how AI can be adopted in different aspects of real life, motivating students coming from different disciplines to think on how to utilize AI in their inventions.
AMMAN – Arab economist, HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, founder and chairman of Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global (TAG.Global), reaffirmed his conviction that the Arab region has a unique opportunity for distinctive prosperity in the future because despite the existing devastation the region possesses great resources and wealth.

In a new episode of the “World to Where?” weekly program on Russia Today (RT), Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh shed light on the upcoming reconstruction process.

He talked about the U.S. Marshall Plan; the so-called European Recovery Program which was implemented by the United States to help Europe in the aftermath of World War II saying that although “the declared purpose of the Marshall Plan was that the US wanted to help Europe , the reality was that the economic benefit of the plan for the American economy was more than that for Europe. How did that happen? “The plan enabled the US to develop its companies, activate its economy, introduce its language and push its currency and lifestyle into Europe; which was the reason behind initiating the Anglo-Saxon Revolution,” Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh added.

Regarding the US-China relations, Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh affirmed that an inevitable clash will take place between the two superpowers (the US and China), noting that the presence of two-thirds of the US Navy in the South China Sea can only be seen as preparedness for an attack and all the repositioning of US troops is a sign that direction.

He added that the conflict between the two superpowers could not continue, with continued tension, without reaching a point of collision; that may mark the dawn of a new era.

Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh pointed out that competition for reconstruction is part of the current global conflicts, noting that the leadership of the concerned reconstruction and funding
institutions which are controlled by the US, such as the World Bank and others, have no role in making reconstruction decisions while many of the existing wars are about reconstruction.

He further said that: “America will not withdraw from Syria unless it gets its share from the reconstruction plans, whereas the Syrian leadership declared that whoever was involved in war against it will not be part of the reconstruction process”.

Concerning the Arab region, Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh said that it has a historic opportunity for recovery considering that it is the most badly impacted area in the world; nevertheless, it would be expected to witness prosperity with respect to the great wealth it possesses.

Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh concluded by stressing the fact that reconstruction will have to be a shared operation that should be formulated through partnership without being connected to special interests, explaining that reconstruction is not restricted to structures and building; rather, it includes entire systems, economic recovery, currency strength, political stability, values, education, government administration and everything that is related to national prosperity.
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TAG-DC
The DIGITAL Citizen Tablet
- Octa Core 1.6 GHz CPU
- Android 9.0 (Pie)
- 10.1" Screen 1200 x 1920
- 2G/3G/4G Connectivity
- 4 GB RAM, 64 GB Storage
- Battery Capacity: 6000 mAh
- 5 MP Front Camera and 13 MP Rear Camera
- Dual SIM Cards, GPS & Bluetooth
- Wi-Fi: IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac

Free
- Leather Cover with USB Keyboard
- HQ Bluetooth Earphones and Screen Protector | 1 Year Warranty
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TAGITOP®-MULTI
FOR EVERYONE FOR EVERYTHING
- Intel Core i7 6500U
- Intel® HD Graphics Card
- Additional NVIDIA GT940 MX 2GB Graphics Card
- Storage: 1 TB SATA HDD | 128 GB Slot SSD
- Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, HDMI (4K) Output, 2 IN 1 SD/MMC
- 15.6 Inch Full HD Screen | Built in Camera
- 4 USB Ports: 2 USB3.0, 2 USB2.0
- Chocolate Backlit Arabic\English Keyboard

Free
- Carrying Case | 1 Year Warranty

JD495*

TAGITOP®-PLUS
FOR PROFESSIONALS EXTRA PERFORMANCE
- Intel Core i7 CPU 8550U
- Intel® HD Graphics Card
- 8 GB DDR4 RAM
- 15.6 Inch Full HD Screen
- Storage: 1 TB SATA HDD | 128 GB Slot SSD
- Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, HDMI (4K) Output, 2 IN 1 SD/MMC
- 4 USB Ports: 2 USB3.0, 2 USB2.0
- Built in Camera
- Chocolate Backlit Arabic\English Keyboard

Free
- Carrying Case | 1 Year Warranty
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*VAT Included
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TAG-TAB II
YOUR TABLET FOR ALL PURPOSES
- Docking Keyboard and Stylus Pen
- Octa Core 8 x A55 1.6GHz+1.2ghz
- 10.1 inch with 1200 * 1920 LCD
- 4 GB RAM 64 GB Storage
- 5 MP Front Camera and 13 MP Rear Camera
- Single SIM Card, Support 2G/3G/4G
- Battery Capacity: 6500 mAh
- Wi-Fi: IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac

Free Leather Cover with Docking Keyboard-touch pad
HQ Bluetooth Earphones and Screen Protector | 1 Year Warranty

TAGITOP®- uni
THE UNIVERSAL LAPTOP FOR EVERYBODY
- 14 inch Full Metal laptop
- Intel Core i3 8 GB RAM  Battery: 4000 mAh
- SSD 128GB + HDD 500GB  Backlit Keyboard
- 1 USB Ports (3.0) 1 USB Ports (2.0) and Type-C and HDMI Ports

Free Fabric Sleeve Case | 1 Year Warranty

TAGITOP®- pro
High Range Specifications
- 10th Generation Intel Core i7 (1065G7)
- 15.6 inch FHD IPS Battery: 7400 mAh
- SSD 128GB + SSD 512GB 8 GB RAM, DDR4
- Backlit Keyboard Full Function Thunderbolt
- 2 USB 3.0, 1 USB 2.0, HDMI Ports

Free Fabric Sleeve Case | 1 Year Warranty

*VAT Included
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